Side panel, cargo compartment, replacing

Removing the cargo compartment side panel

Remove:
  the side panel cover. See Cargo compartment side panel cover
  the blind cover plug (cover)
  the screw.

Caution! Grasp the rear edge so that the clips release. Change your grip and pull off the clips by pulling forward. Fold the panel down so that it is parallel with the floor and lift upwards.

Installing the cargo compartment side panel

Install:
  In reverse order.

Caution! The floor hatches must be removed before the panel can be installed.
Cargo compartment side panel cover

Removing the cover
Open the handle.
Fold out and remove the cover.

Installing the panel
Install:
In reverse order.

Removing the soundproofing
Remove the sound proofing by pulling it straight out.

Installing the soundproofing
Install:
In reverse order.

Note! Ensure that the rear guide locates in the channel.